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Child The Future of an Illusion

by Danuza Hachado

I realised when I was writing this paPer that, perhaPs, the
title should be the other way round, that is, Child - The
Illusion without a Future. It would possibly give us a much
more precise idea of what I would like to present to you
here tonight.

Itll start making some comments on Freud.rs text The Future
of an Illusion itself (which was wrj-tten in Fm;Tut
@ncerningwhatheca11ed|'thehe1p1'essnessofthe adult" which has its roots in the "helplessness of the
chiId" . That which Freud points out in this text is, j-n a
w&y, that the adult "suffers" from the continuity, from the
repetition, if you like, of being a chiId.

I' 11 quote Freud in order to make this clear: rrWe know
already how the individual reacts to the injuries which
civilisation and other men inflict on him: he develops a
correspond.ing degree of resistance to the regulations of
civilisation and of hostility to it. But how does he defend
himself against the superior powers of nature, of Fate,
which threaten him as they threaten all the rest?. . -Thj-s
situation is nothing new. It has an infantile prototpe, ot
which it is in fact only the continuation. For once before
one has found oneself in a similar state of helplessness: as
a small child, in relation to one's parents. One had reason
to fear them, and especially oners father; and yet one was
sure of his protection against the dangers one knew....I
have tried to show that this has to do not only with an
infantile prototlpe but with a phylogenetic one."

Freud tackles one important concept of structure 1n
psychoanalysis, that is to sEY, the neurotic structure of
lff speaking-beings, the so called infantile neurosi.s.
This has to do with the arlxiety which arises as a natural
consequence from the prematuration of the human being when
he is born so that this anxiety becomes a structural one,
structured, as a 1ack.

Further on Freud says: "It is my duty to point out the
connecting links between the father-eomplex and man's
helplessness and, need. for protection. These connections are
not hard to find. They consist in the relation of the
child's helplessness to the helplessness of the adult which
continues it... When the growing individual finds that he is
destined to remain a child for ever, that he can never do
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without protection against strange superior powers; he
creates for himself the gods whom he nevertheless entrusts
with his own protection. Thus his longing for a father is a
motive identical with his need. for protection against the
consequences of his human weakness. The defence agai-nst
childish helpLessness is what lends its characteristic
features to the adult's reaction to the helplessness which
he has to acknowledge a reaction which is precisely the
formition of religion.r'
I d.ontt intend. to consider the concept of religion here
because this could. become another seminar. However, from
the development of the text perhaps we can dare to say that
the invention of the chi}d. j-s also an illusion as religion,
politics and so on can be. Once more IIII just-quote Freud':
i'Having recognised religrious doctrines as illusions, w€ are
at once faced by a further quest5.on: may not other cultural
assets of which we hold a high opinion and by which we Let
our lives be ruled be of a similar nature? Must not the
assumptions that determine our political regulations be
ca11ed i-Ilusions as well? and is it not the case that in our
civilisation the relations between the sexes are di-sturbed
by an erotic illusion or a nurnber of such illusions?'l

Of course it is not by chance that I took this text in order
to introd.uce our Position as far as the child is concerned'.
I chose it becausE the future of an i-lIusion is a text which
considers that psychoanalysis should be concerned with the
events which are Leing carried out in society. We know that
this text came when ihe war was already being artj.culated
and Freud. was not a visionary but a man who made use of a
discourse, the psychoanalytical one, to interpret, that is
to put word.s on what was going on at that time. And it i.s
in ti:is sense that psychoinalysis can deal with the child',
that is, aS an invention of our wor}d, which is, therefore,
an iIlusion.
Phillipe Aries, who is a French historian, concerned' with
the so-cial sciences, gives us a qort of a Panoramic view on
the d,evelopment of th; concept of the chiId, understand'ing
that, whenlver the child is consid,ered, it is -always by
thinking that he is an invention of our modern culture that
astonisfringly still insists on our post-mod'ernist time.

Accord.ing to Aries, d,ur5.ng the t'lidd}e Ages the "chj-ldhood
i""firrg=;, denominated as such, didn't exist, that is, lhls
;;iaidtaiity which distinsrishes the child from the adult
was not at stake. The child could. belong to the ad'u]t
society $rithout being noticed as different. There was' no
aisiin6tion between ihe child and the adult- The child at
the time shared with the aduLts both games and jobs. Since
iire Ueginning he was separated from the parents and for
centuries th; education was provided by the apprenticeship'
Due to the relation that the child had with the ad'uIts the
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child learnt what he had to know by helping the adults doing
what they were supposed to do.

However at that time there was a sort of celebration of the
child during his early days, where he was seen as amusing,
funny, almost like a toy to be seen and touched'. This
charlcterises the t'child.hood. feeling" of that time, that is,
when the child was almost only a baby. But this period was
very brief, for his passage of entering the adult _society,
which meant to be separated from the family, usually took
place quite ear}y. It is in this sense that the child
almost Ii-ved under an anonymous condition.

But from the 1?th century onwards a considerable change took
p3.ace: the school replaced the apprenticeship , as a vJay of
Education. The family became the place where the necessary
feeling between the couple (father and mother) and also
between parents and sons took place. This was particularly
emphasisea Uy ttre importance attributed to education. The
tamify then itarted to be organised around the chiId. This
brought the child out of the anomalous condition which he
had before. The ir,fanticide, which was a common occurrence
during the Middle Ages, carne to be seen aS a violence and,
was no longer tolerated. And it is not surprising that the
ensuing result was a revolution in education.

It is amongst the moralists and the educators of the LTth
century that a different !'childhood feeling" emerged, where
the child was no longer amusing or even agreeable, that is,
the affectio4r for childhood and its parti.cularity was no
longer expressed by the entertainments, but in fact, by the
psy-hological interest and the moral preoccupation on
Lnitanooa. This new concept of the "childhood feeling"
inspired the whoLe educational system until the 2Oth
century.

The first "childhood. feeltng" which was characterised by a
sort of celebration of the child began in the family milieu
with very small children and corresponded to the idea of a
very short child.hood. The second one, on the contrary
staited outside the family, with the moralists of the l,7th
century who were preoccupied with the discipline and the
rationality of behaviour. The child assumed therefore a
centraL place in the family. This new philosophy expressed
the consciousness of the innocence and of the weakness of
childhood. Without the moralists the child wouId. remain the
small funny being with whom people were amused.; and after
the age between five and, seven the child would be introduced
to the adult worId,, wj-thout any transj.tion. But the
moralists and educators of the l,7th century imposed the idea
of a longer childhood thanks to the success of the
educational institutions. These men are also responslble
for the origin of the modern feelingr of childhood and
education.
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The school during the l{iddle Ages was not only for the
benefit of children but also for the youngsters and the
ad.ults. But after the LTth century the school lengthened
the period of child.hood, the school began to be concerned
with ages.

We can imagine the modern famiLy without love but the
preoccupation with the child and, the need. of it! Presence
has its roots within the family. The medieval civilisation
did not know the mod.ern education. Tod'ay our society
depends and knows that it depend,s on the success of its
educational system. New disciplines such as psychoanalysis.
paed.iatrics, psychology and, so on concern themselves with
childhood problems and their 'discoveries are being
transmitted to the parents and to society through a wid.e
literature inevitably vulgarising some of the concepts.
Our world has become obsessed by the physical, the moral and.
the sexual problems of childhood. This Preoccupation was
not known by the medieval civilisatj.on as for this society
there were no problems coming from childhood: as soon as the
child left the motherts breast or soon after the child
became the natural companion of the aduIt, his passage
through childhood was accomplished. However, from the 17th
century onwards, the idea that the child was not mature
enough to enter adulthood. and that he needed a sort of
preparation to alIow him to be amongst his ad^uIt
counterparts became more widely accepted and consequently
this was provided by the educational system, by pedagoqy.

what happened to pedagogy is that it became the place where
the emergency of the student's desire is forever delayed.
This takes place as Iong as the teachers place themselves in
the position of hav5-ng the whole knowledge and are not aware
that this knowledge always presents a lack in which the
desire inherent in the transmitting of knowled,ge should be
anchored. This is exactly what is not recognised.

fn a word we can say that there are two functions as far as
the Oedipus Complex is concerned: the first one would be the
repressi-on from which the Super Ego comes as a result; and
the second one would be the sublimation, where the result is
the Ego Ideal. However these notions are used normatively,
that is, these notions are used as a ru1e, they are
incorporated by pedagogtlr as a "sine gua non" form of social
behaviour.

In the pedagogical system the student's desire for knowledge
clashes with the teacher's desire, that is to say, the one
from which the student should know and learn, so that it
oblj-terates anything which could support the stud.entr s
desj-re. Teacher and student establish a paranoid relation
similar to that of the master and the slave. The student
fears being deprived of his work's product, that is to say
that, the teacher does not recognise the studentrs product
as something arising from the student's desj-re; but the
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teacher considers it as a complementation of his (the
teacher) own desire.

Rene Scherer on his text ,tEmile Perverti ou des rapports
entre Lred.ucation et Ia sexualite" extracts from Rosseauts
Emile the idea that one cannot ed.ucate a child without
Eetraying his nature. Everything is natural in man and
therefore everything is to be considered as a supplementary,
because it is in a natural lack, in a flaw which exists in
nature itself, that man's perfection, which allows education
to be possible, is inscribed. The possibility of mankind,
the possibility of being human is at the same time the
origi-n of perversion. This we know since Breud when he says
that it is impossible to educate; education is an impossible
task and, any attempt to attain this can on3.y lead to a
perversion or even to an iIlusion, for education is to be
understood. as something supplementary to the failure of the
natural course of the subject.

I shal1 now return to Freud in the Future of an Illusion in
ord.er to think about what I've the
structura] neurosis, that is, the infantile neurosis. Freud
says:
rrWe know that a human child cannot successfully complete its
development to the civilised stage without passing through a
phase of neurosis sometimes of greater and, sometimes of
lesser distinctness. . . Ilost of these infantile neuroses are
overcome spontaneously in the course of growing up...The
remairrder can be cleared up later stil1 by psychoanalytical
treatment. In just the same wdy, one might assume, humanity
as a whole, in its development through the ages, feII into
stages analogous to the neurosi.s. "

The infantile neuroses is a structure which has to be
crossed by every subject; every subject must go through it.
This is not the same as a child's neurosis. Freud called
the infantile neurosis "the Oedipal scar", that is,
something which we would say to be a left over of the
Oedipus resolution. It is this passage that lead.s the
subject to the assumption of castration.

This is one of the reasons why Lacan emphasised the
worthlessness of taking into account the concept of
development stages, which are very precisely theorised by
so-caI1ed orthodox psychoanalysis. If we just take a look
at the latency period as it is commonly described we can
think of it as a need. of our society in delaying the
assumption of the symbolic castration, by means of a
postergation of jouissance.

This lead.s us to think about another important point, that
of the myth that the adults create whenever they have to be
faced with facts that they say the chil"d is not prepared. to
understand. The question of Sex and, Death is one of those
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big myths, that must remain forbidden, must remain a taboo,
even for the aduIt, because Sex and Death point out the
assumption of the i.mpossibility of the sexual raPport, that
is, the irnpossibility of completeness. So even ad,ults try
some neurotic attempts to mask it.
trn our eulture the noun child. became an adjective. There is
a myth of weakness and pureness of the ehild that is only
thbre to enlarge those who protect those myths, that is to
sBy, the adult wor1d. Psychoanalysis is here to demistify
this rose-tinted. view of the child.
1979 was declared. by the United Nations t'The InternationaL
Year of the Chi1d.". Let us have a look at some of the
statements made during this year by some eminent
personalities of that time:

Jimmy Carter Presid.ent of the USA, 1979: rrl hope that,
in this moment in which the world is turned to the children,
that all of us may know better their needs, that we have the
will to pay attention to them and that we can make good use
of this unique opportunity working for the development and
for the happiness and richness of our child.ren.r'

Leonid. Brejnev President of the USSR, 1979: "Thechildren are our future. Their role is to conti.nue the work
of their fathers and mothers. I have no doubts whatsoever
that they will build a better and happier life in the world.
It is our duty to assert that all child,ren must be kept away
from wars so that they will be able to have a calm and. happy
childhood. "
-Valery Giscard d'Estaing President of France, 1919: "I
hope that during this year the smile of the child.ren will
light the world up and that it will bring us further i.n our
struggle for peace and progress. The childhood is the
innocence of the worl-d, the wonderful source where all
nations can obtain the energry without which our world. would
be old and rougrh."

This is what can be cal-Ied an illusion without any future.
Those views come to replace the adultr s hopeless wish of
perpetuity, that means, the one which masks their own
crossing through of castration, as I said before, something
which has to do with the assumption of the impossibility of
completeness.

This brings us to the guestion: what is it that makes a
child analyst a child analyst? What is the desire of the
child analyst? And more, what is the specificity of child
analysis if vre could say there is one? As we know,
psychoanalysi.s is not concerned with the d.ichotomy
child-adult. However, it is very easy for an adult to be
placed as the one who knows whenever relating to a chi1d.
And. that is why a child analysis becomes often an emotional
re-education, where the analyst can easily be placed in the
same position of the parents or even of school when they
demand that a child be psychoanalysed.. What they in fact
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demand is the disappearance of a symptom which they find
very dif ficult to cope with. For example, children who d.o

not adapt themselves to school are treated as maladjusted..
This is not to be treated since this is the field of pure
behaviour which psychoanalysis has nothing to do with. When
this occurs, ES loon as the syrnptom d5-sappears the analysis
is more often than not interrupted before the natural course
of the analytical cure comes to an end. The Child'rs
analysis can often be issued as a symptom of the analyst'

The child is taken in such an imaginary way that rt'e often
have a maternal conceptualisation of the child analysis
making a seri.es: analylt-woman-chi}d. In 1933 Freud' said'
that the child analysii would belong to women...and, he $'as
right
Lacan points out that in the d.irection of the cure the
analysl is supported by his policy which is linked to his
lack of being-.- There itrategry and tactics are articulated.
The strateg[y is the direction of the cure itse]f, which
concerns the basic rule of psychoanalysis, that is, that the
analysand can question his symptom and the analyst can be
therE to hear this questioning (and' r rather prefer to
choose the word hear instead of listen) - The analyst
occupies the place of the object a, that is, he offers
himsltt as tha subject suppose of knowing, which is a
position given by tha analysand. Th9 tactics would then be
the way tfie analyst is going to enab]e this strategry to take
place. It has to d.o with style, a speci-ficity as far as any
subject is concerned.

The specificity of the child's analysis, ES with aly other
subj"Lt, alwayi concerns the tactics. The specificity then
is not the child itseLf.
lJhat happens to children's analysis is a huge confusion in
the operation of this dialectic: policy, Strategi'y and
tacticl, since the analysts can easily take themselves as a
model for the child's cure.

However we can think about a specificity in a child's
analysis which is not introduced by the slanbolic itself but
whicfi has something to do with the Rea1, the Real of the Sex
that envelops the fantasy. The problem for the child at
this point is not the one concerning the impossibility of
the slxual rapPort. And here I should. Like to point out the
i."t that it - is not rare for the analyst to find himself
lerforming the same'roIe as any adult who simply te]Is the
Lnifa thai when he grows up he can get what he wants.
ihould this happen this wou1d. simply lead' to a false end of
an analysis. - for those analysts tt_r. f inal aim of an

"""iyiii 
would be the oedipination of the child which is

;ifuit linked to the remission of the s1'rnptom, that is, it
has to do with the theraPeutic.
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For the child it is better to leave the question of his
future open-ended. It is this fantasy that will be crossed.
during the cure. The Oedipus effect on the fantasy is the
incluiion of castration in its structurei this fantasy, as I
said bef ore. is the so-caIled Ioedipus scar"

A child's neuros|s is not in reality an obstacle, a stopping
in the Oed.ipus complex says Miche} Silvestre, but a - painful
attempt to ittain its effects. It may seem that the only
specilicity for the child's analysis - concerns the
i'p."iticiti of the resolution of the Oedipal- crisis., where
iir" assrrnption of the symbolic castration could not be fully
attained, that is, there is no fundamentaL fantasy, in the
Freudian sense, before the resolution of the -Oedipus
compl-ex. What would then the resolution for a chiLd be?
The fundamental fantasy corresponds to the solution found by
the child in order to try and, solve the impasses of its
position. The child's neurosis has its axis in the
infantile neurosis as a result of the castration anxiety
which arises, ES I said, in the decline of the Oedipus

"o*pf.". This is the same structure that can be found in
the adu1t.

The infantile neurosis is a more pathetic rather than
fathological attempt to pass through the Oedipus. If a
ireurosii in a child takes place there is still an attempt of
the Oedipus comPlex resolution.

A transf erence must be established d'uring an analysis.
However the child has not the same relation to the word as
the adu1t has. Hence the material brought by the child in
the SeSSion, such aS drawings, stories, games, and' So OIIr
constitutes already the inteipretation that gives a sense in
which the Real focirses the 1ight into the traunai it is his
discourse. The analyst should not therefore add his own'
He gives not an interpretation but makes a constitution
wni6n aims to release the child from the symbolic
coordinates of his history, from his place of object in the
fantasy of the adult Other. What takes place is the
ruconciliation of the child not only with his mother but
,itt, ti= jouissance, so that the fantasy can be reached'.

In an infantile cure we talk about the possible, that is, as
for any subject, the crossing of his own fantasy.

(Freud said. in his 34th conference that "psyclganalysis
"",-,fa 

U. applied to children as long as some modifications
;;;g r.g"rbld", and he added.: "What we will obtain with t'his
is the power of confirmation in a living being of !h" sarne

thing tirat was obtained with the adults. r' Freud Points out
the cure as being concerned with ageless Subjeets and not
i.Xirrg into accouit whether they are adults or children. )

If vre take a look at the British psychoanalytical
literature, particularly Melanie K1ein, Winnicott and' Anna
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Freud., we can notice that the concept of the lack is
considered dS, a negative one. This is exactly the opposite
of the Lacanian approach, where the Iack, the impossibility
of completeness, the object'lost for ever, is the main
concept.

For Melanie Klein the end of an analysis could be thought as
the restoration of the lost object. She considers the
relation subject-object in an imaginary way and the
incorporation of the good. object has much more to do with
the ped.agogical d.iscourse than with the psychoanalytical
one.

According to Winnicott the analyst should be identified with
the lost obj ect in ord.er to a11ow the analysand thepossibility of reaching it and therefore the ana).yst is
placed^ in the position of the transitional objeet which
represents the lost one.

For Anna Freud the conflict between the Ego and the Id does
not take place j-n the child and this conflict isartificially produced by the analyst through suggestion j-n
order to.enable the cure to take p1ace. The conseguence isthat a pedagogi.cal relation takes place instead of a
psychoanalytical one.

For these psychoanalysts it is an emotional re-education
that is at stake.

What I wouId. like to underline here is that, in a way, they
all conceive that the child should have someone, if not the
mother, who gives what he wants and needs, that is, the
breast - this is the so-called motherly Iove. If this does
not happen to the chiLd the analyst should then place
themselves in this position, that is, replacing the motherly
love. One ought to be the good enough mother, that is, to
be aware of the neeCs and demands of the ch1ld in order to
enable him to be happy, healthy and safe. But what the
chj-Id demands, aS any other subject does, is to be 1oved
(a11 demand is a demand of love) and therefore what the
child wants is what the mother does not have to love is to
give what one does not have, says Lacan. So, even the
excellent mother is not good enough one is always
demanding something eIse. And this something erse is the
nalne of desire, and any attempt to f il_I it would be an
attempt to abort the subject trying to emerge.

This brings us to the object relation which is one of the
5-mportant concepts in psychoanarysis. l,le have to considerthat the object reration deals with an object which is
always lacking. And this seems to be what is misund.erstood
by the psychoanalysts as they place the object as something
which it is possible to reach, in a pre-conceived wdy, that
is, they direct the analysand, to put something in this
lacking p1ace, ES if this place were waiting for something
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to fill it up. What they don't consider is that they cannot
direct the cure by trying to place something where anything
will fit in, because something is supposed to be there.
They have the illusion that we can replace the object and
from this idea comes the Kleinian concept of reparation and.
Winnicottt s transitional object.

However the main idea of the object relation is that the
relation between the subject and, the object will always be a
relation without a completeness, in the sense that the
object will never be the aim which the subject intends to
reach, for the object is a construction build up by the
subject, that is, which is linked to his desire.

The Lacanian theory of the object relation brings to us the
importance of being aware that the discourse is directed, to
the subject who invents the object - anyone.

The whole of the psychoanalytical theory is established, is
centred on the object relation and it is not by chance that
we can find. the most astonishing misunderstand.ings related.
to this.
The psychoanalytical discourse places the object in the
locus of the lack of the object, the object a. However what
we see as a result of the psychoanalytical theory nowadays
is that the object is conceived as something which it is
possible to reach or aim, as I said, or even restore.
According to this position the cure is directed to create
the possibility of this object being found. out. But in f,act
the direction which the psychoanalytical discourse 'points
out is the other way round, that is, that this object, this
impossible object of desire is never graspable, it always
escapes from any attempt to grasp it; it is always something
a''l ca

That is why the analyst is placed in the position of the
object a, which means that the analyst is not supposed to be
identified with it.
We can say that it is not by chance that the child is i.n
fashion. It suffices to read. the newspapers and watch the
teI1y. The child has become the most manipulated i.ssue by
politicians. Everything concerning "child abuserr, r'working
child,ren", and so on, has a space and head.Iines on the nevJs.

The most updated progralnme on the telIy - Child Watch - just
took place two weeks ago. In this prograrnme they seem to
present two main guidelines: 1- rrto bring up children with
love and security, and 2' rrto put children f irstt'. .f 'm not
sure of what this could mean but I was considering that it
is now even more difficult to stick to this dichotomy
child-adu1t, because what they made clear in this prograrnme
vras that the children were suffering the same violence as we
adults do. The Childline during its first year took 6000
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reports from child.ren with ages ranging from 10 to 15 years
oId. who had. been abused. They also stated that the majority
of the cases of 'child abuse were left out of the reports-
They presented'a panorarnic view on what British society is
provid,ing to these children and. it was clear that a
psychoanalytical treatment is not being prov5.ded' at all.
(fne $/ had also shown one of these days another interesting
programme, a late night informal debate with the suggestive
ttreme '!Do the British love their children" and they arrived'
at the conclusion that they donrt).

Would this lack of psychoanalysis be a symptom of thj-s
soc5-ety? As a matter oi fact the suPport for those children
5.s proirided by the so-cal}ed, social workers who, according
to the progranme are not well trained (the social' workers
complaii about the state fund.s which arenrt enough to suPply
their training). The support is also prov5.ded by the foster
parents who sometimes are just interested. in the wages they
iecei-ve for their jobs. The programme also considered the
difficulties in which the 1egal mechanisms find themselves
involved as far as children are concerned - they absolutely
don't know how to proceed. in those case and. are on the verge
of finding a way out (for example how to obtain the
cooperation of the child when their parents are brought to
Court).

In order to illustrate this The Independent (the newspaper)
published last Friday an article with the title: "A child''s
iight not to be silent". They say: t'Taking child.ren's
rights seriously seems a task of suPreme opt5-mism:, _f n t979 ,
at the end. of Lne Internationa] Year of the Child, Brian
Jackson, then director of the National Educational Research
and Development Trust, pronounced the year a scandalous
failure". "No comparable country has a worse record than
Britain" Further on trying to consid.er a child who has to
deaL with the 1aw: a "child of t2 may wish to leave home,
for instance. The parents may object. Society feels the
family is sacrosanct. However, should the child argue that
he is- physically abused or not Permitted to study, -whatshould tne aecision be?" And then referring to the }egaI
centres for children: t'The Children's Legal Centre was set
up in L982 and acts on behalf of children as well as
e-xposing injustices such as i11-treatment at detention
centres and the deportation of immigrant children. The
Brent Young People's Law Centre in London is the only I1y
centre wnich acts so1e1y on behalf of chiLd.ren. A small
gain this year was the end of the use of corporal punishment
Ln state sihoo1s".'(f think it won just by one vote!).

Is it is possible that we Psychoanalysts or even people wfo
operate wittin the psychoanalytical discourse, is it
plssible that we have nothing to say about this? Can we jrr-st
Lonsider this omission of psychoanarysis as a symptom of the
British society or shall we start to consid'er it as our own
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symptom as psychoanalysts? An answer or even an attempt to
deal with this situation ought to be encouraged.

Ivy House LL/LL/81
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' Denand and Act in the Psychoanalysis of Children

by Harc Straus

T*a*brg ey ha4c D" nf

I will be speaking of rdemand, and actt, and. as I have addedtin the psychoanalysis of childrenr I will also be led to
differentiate, to try and, situate what is partj.cular in the
psychoanalysis of the chiLd.

There are several ways of tackling this: either to consider
it as making no difference, but I don't see how I could.
d.evelop this point of view, or to emphasise the d.ifferences
which exist as a matter of fact. We who aim at and, believe
in structure may all be convinced that there is no
difference from that perspective, but we also know that
there is one as far as the facts are concerned, in
experience, whether in its handling, its unfolding or its
termination. There is certainly an effort to be made to
gain precision in this direction: I hope to outline it.
I will start from the first part of my title: Demand and
Act.

At its most elementary there is the statement that
psychoanalysis deals with the symptom, the symptom of
someone who suffers and complains about it. To formulate
things thus already implies taking up a position, but it
seems a minimal one: this someone who suffers and complains
of it is the one analysis aims to liberate by removing the
suffering. But correction, not to say mischief of
psychoanalysi-s: it aims to liberate the subject of
jouissance which is enclosed, locked up in the symptom.

Jouissance, of course, is not pleasure: that is vJhy the
symptom does not prevent the complaint: that the subject
should complain of jouissance is in the nature of things.
For the analyst, however, to be avrare of the fact that
jouissance is lodged in what makes the subject complain has
some consequences.

It distingruishes this complaint, this symptom, from the
medical complaj-nt oi symptom. All of us would find it hard.
to imagine confiding 5.n an expert of the faculty who would
start searchj-ng for our jouissance when we brj.ng him our
physical pain. What we ask of him is to heal us, un3,ess,
obviously, we happen to believe in rpsychosomaticst.
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To be avrare of this jouissance aIlows us to take up,
relation to this demand. for relief, fox removal that
patient puts forward., a position of abeyance which
ieither i refusal nor the end of non-reception.

We shalI see when I come to speak to you of Winnicott, that
everything I've told you uP ti}l now is already strictly
lacanian, dS well as freudian of course, in so far as Freud'
has himself insisted. on the jouissance dimension of the
symptom. But we will see how for that paediatrician,
winnicott, a symPtom is a suffering which can be cured''

This jouissance sealed' in the symptom d'epends - on an
identiiication, BD identification of the subject-which fixes
desire, halts it in its metonymy, its circulation, -itspassage; the obligatory Passage of desire through the place
of the Other.

For desire to have a ehance of returning as satisfaction it
has to pass througrh the Other, except j.n the case where it
maintains itself in auto-eroticism, that is, where the
object of desire is within hand's reach. This dist'inguishes
it-from the object cause of desire which, for not being
within hand's reach in this way, is precisely causal.

Why not say that psychoanalysis consists in passing from the
object wittin reach of the hand, to the causal object, the
tolt object, which eventually permits a hand. to be held out?
It is tiue that in order to hoLd out a hand it is better not
to have it already filled with lots of litt1e things.
Nevertheless we bel-ieve that the object within hand's reach
is the most natural thing, in the sense of the natural of
structure, the natural instituted and constituted by the
fantasy which is our only mod.e of access to reality; the
fantasy as window on the world, utensil of contact and
comm',r.nication with reality, with the other. The auto-erotic
satisfactj,on obtai-ned by means of it is burdensome; it
always turns out to be a fundamental hoax for the subject,
an imposture which makes it unstable.

We hear it each day in the clinic: either, for certain
subjects, the satisfaction of desire is stolen from them;
the moment it could have been attained it doesn't work any
longeri or when a satisfaction is experienced. they no longer
rec5gnise themselves in it. You will have lecognised
obseisional neurosis and hysteria.

These are generalities which concern the sqbject of
experience, inat subject of the signifier which is not
to-uched by chronological age but ef f ected by the signif ier.
Effected doesn't only mean identified. Of course the
i"fiect is identified by the slgnifier, f (A) in the
laclnian mathemes; it exists, it effectively allows
communication, Et least the belief that one communicates on
the basis of language.

in
the

LS
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Lacan, however, is radical; he says that language is not
useful for communicating; he illustrates this beautifully by
calling upon the experience of the couple; when in a coup3.e
one wants to communicate it is because things are already
bad; it is enough to make a smaI1 effort to make
communication somewhat elearer, to explai-n oneseLf better,
and things go from bad to worse. So langnrage is no good for
communication; it effects the subject. He also says this in
another way: language creates desire - specifying further
that this is precisely what is exchanged.

The desire created by language rults in paralleL with the
signifying chain, in para1lel with Demand. To speak is to
demand; even if on the occasion a bark makes itself heard.,
an order, oE a wail, it is always demand,. Now this notion
of demand could serve as the first distinction between the
psychoanalysis of adults and, that of children.

We hear many people say: tbut after all, itls not the child
who is demandi.ng!', 'he is brought along by his parents... r,
'Itrs at the school's request....', who has not heard or said
this at some point? This leads one to think that the aduIt,
when he demands, proffers a true demand. He knows what he
is demanding; he demands in his name; one can glimpse the
risky nature of the thing.

One knows from experience that, when a psychoanalysis is
demanded, it, as for any other demand., is a demand for
something Other. A d.emand. is a statement, that is to sdY,
it implies an interpretation. Desire is articulated. in the
metonymy of the signifying chain and. cannot be articulated
as such. Desire is to be heard,/understood beyond and this
side of the demand and one would wait in vain for desire and
demand to join up. The d.ecided desire of which Lacan speaks
and which he considers necessary for starting an analysis
does not refer to any joining together of desire and demand.
That would be a return to the prelacanianism of the
subject-as-unity. If a demand for analysis is always made
'in the name of', a demand in one's own proper name would b€
rather disquieting. That doesn't, then, seem to me to be an
obvious distinction between adult and child analysis.

It is a fact that others point out to the subject what is
not going as well as it should., for adults just as for
children. The signal that something is amiss impLies an
utterance coming from the Other. For child,ren it is
classically the school, when they are of school-going E9€,
whtch comes in to point out the hitch. But for' ad.ults too;
the adult doesn't formulate his demand, because there is a
symptom. A neurotic symptom is created prec5.sely so that
things can function - so so, but function alL the same.
When the adult comes to demand an analysis it is equally
because an'it isn't right like this'has come back to him
from the Other. In other words, in the eontingency of an
encounter (everyday, professional, amorous) something was
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produced which upset the fantasy, PUt the homeostatic
equilibrium in which the subject couId. move by means of his
fantasy out of sorts. A shaking of the fantasy is needed,
the emergence of a situation in which the subject cannot
rec.ognise himself , in order that a demand be addressed..

That is even the function of the preliminary sessions: to
Iead the subject to take stock of what has served as
encounter for him and. thus brought him to analysis. One day
he picked up the phone; something precipitated his caLL.
The preliminary sessions have to uncover what, beyond the
first complaints immediately advanced, constitutes a sJrmPtom
for the subject, in the sense in which something has come to
put a spoke in the wheels of routine. For example, patients
often come because of a sense of depression, a rI canrt go
on like this' which can date from before yesterday. These
statements bear on the relation of a subject to his image,
the rapport of the Ego to the Id.eal, the sense of being torn
one can experj-ence because of it. That is not sufficient to
signify the decided. desire which is instrumentaL in setting
the analysis going. Effectively the sf'rnptom must appear as
a guestj.on to the subject the symptom in the freudian
analytical sense, that is, one which can be deciphered.

I am thinking of a hysteric who complained. of a rmalaise' in
her life and with whom, fina11y, it calne out that what
reaIly bothered. her, &S such uncovered by her, was that she
could be with men only on the condition that she didn't know
them. As soon as she knew them a bit, especially when she
had them, it didnrt work out at all. This realisation
became for her a ll.lhat does this mean?', in other words
there was not only a narcissistic complaint but a call to
knowledge (savoir), the uncovering of a symPtom which was
immediately complemented by a call to knowledge. Knowledge
(savoj.r) is always included in the problem of the symptom in
psychoanalysis.

On this point too there is no great difference with
children. Here is a first example of a preliminary session.
It concerns a little boy brought to me by his mother because
at school it had been pointed out that he was a bit
aggressive and agitated. The parents had realised, in the
end, that at home too, things vrere not going so welI. When
l asked him, once his mother had. Ieft, what accordj-n! to him
wasn't working out,'he said straightaway; rTherets something
bothering me, it's my brother and I donrt know how to deal
with it': This was more than a complaint; it was Pbinting
out what for him constituted his question, his difficulty
beyond the proliferation of problems which he might have
presented elsewhere. He didn't know how to d.efend. himself ,
Letween offering no resistance and hitting back both
equally impossible - he was Paralysed,. So it was enough_for
me to propose to speak of this for the question of demand to
be settled: it was no longer the demand of the school, nor
that of the Parents. The analYsis
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got off the ground exactly in the way necessary for the
treatment of adults.

The other example is an ad.olescent of whom I had alread'y
been'to1d. Tha narcissistic question of the image of se1f,
of what, by itself, can provoke desire in the Other, is
obviousiy elsential'during that period' of Iife. She went to
see an aialyst because things weren't going very weII, she
feLt a bit iad, unhaPpy, unsure of what she wanted to do.
ih.. .t.Iyst proposed to-irer some sessions to he3-p hgr. One
day she const-ructed. her 5-ntrigue by presenting the
imiossifility of coming to the session because she had, to
pliy sport with Uer father. Following whic!,..w1th good
i"iiyii" Iogic, the analyst made her understand. that she had'
a cfr3ice, brlt would pay for the missed session. With that
the young girl never came back.

What happened? It seems that, even implicitlY, -ratifyingii."-.o*i,iaint on the image, the non-Particularised rthings
*"iu"it'going very weIIr, evidently hasnrt put the subject
to work on tfre si-gnif ier, has not produced transf erence but
repetition, repetltion of the hysterical intrigue. The
p.ii..,t has correctly sized, up the demand' of the

"iherapist'. He had -accepted to -take charge of her

=.rif.ritg, that is to say, he had' made her understand that
her jouilsance consistea in nurstng those in bad health'
Once she had. understood her partner's way of doing. things,
it was easy to construct the mdntage of the rePetition. fn
other word.i, in saying to her that she would' have to Pay for
the missed sessionl t" didn't make her understand that she
had to pay the price of her desire because it had not as yet
U""" p,ri itto p1ay. To give her to understand' that he vras

willing to treit her suifering, is to be more or less a

doctor] and a doctor who would charge her for a med'ica1 act
which hadn't been carried out would not be very
deontological. Such an act signifies rather a punishment or
a rivalri witn tne father. It does not at all have the same

vaLue aS act as 'You d.o what you want but in any case there
is a price to PaYr.

With this I do not mean to say that the litt]e one should
not have been received at all ior as long as she only spoke
of suffering. A way should have been found. to receive her
while at th; same time suspending for her the certainty !!-"t
=n"-*"= received. in the name of what she beli.eved. 'The
Uia=' should have been traisedr a bit, not to assure her
that she would. continue to be received, but to make her
unaerstand that the desire of the analyst $ras j'n on the game

thus letting something become enigma for her. 1 supPole
that to have treated her statements of suffering with a bit
*or. disdain would. have been sufficiently enigrmatic for, 1!
that moment, the act of saying liI -you d'onrt come, -yourll
;;t' to have had the effect of driving the subject into a

Eoi""i. This vras to give you a clinical example of the
consequences one exposes oneself to in answering to the
demand. I made a reference to ethics concerning Payment;
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since I spoke of act I should evoke the equivalence of
footing between the analytical act and ethics. That of
desire since Lacan says at the end of his seminar; rthere is
no other good than the one which allows one.to Pay the price
for access to one's desire'. This is what one makes people
pay for, and not for their shortcomings.

do not satisfY it.So we do not respond, to the d,emand,.
This is amply developed. by Lacan

We
Ln
.us

irection of the
ent, Siqnification of on of

the Sub-iect: we d.o not satisfy cause to
ffie-demandj.stomisstheexpectedsatisfaction.It
might eventually produce a satisfaction, but a missed one.
Wfrit it is a guEstion of doing in analysi.s i,s to give value
to and. uncovei the very principle of the demand the subject
is a bearer of; it is Lo-analyse the demand while deferring
its satisfaction. The subject demands, he is bearer of a
demand.. His d.rama is that in the sphere of truth he isnrt
all that badly placed since he does not satisfy himself with
the products ot- ttre commod,ity industry; and that is why he
comes to see us. He doesn't know what his demand' consists
of but he is its bearer. That is the function of the
fantasy.

Concerning this function of the fantasy I have spoken of its
one aspect as prefabrj-cated desire, dS support of. desire.
It funltions as support of desire because it constitutes a
response constructed. by the subject faced. with the rche
vuoi?', with the enignrra of the desire of the Other. He
constructed this answer for himself on the basis of what the
Other demanded of him - starting from the equivalence he
establishes between what is demanded and what is lacking.
The subject is thus the bearer of the demand of the Other as
responsL to the enigma of his desire. This enigma is
completely consistent, real even; it is his existence as
such. That there was desire is not in doubt since he is
here. There was a desire which presided over the meeting of
hls parents, even if this meeting has failed in other
respects.

]n this way we can relativise the importance given to the
fact that Lhe child either was or ?,.rasn't wished for. This
real of an encounter, of a desire which was at work, is in
any case caught in a signifying chain.

The child is the 'symptom of the parental coupler (Letter of
Lacan to Jenny Aubry). And it is around. these elements
taken from the Other that the subject is going to weave what
in Freud is called the family romance, that he is going to
find an identity which suPPorts his reason for being in the
world and so his desire. fn 1953, in trying to uncover the
structrire, Lacan took up the family romance again as the
'ind,ivid.ua1 myth of the neurotic t and, subseguently in the
fantasy wherej.n it came to lose its romanesque aspect to

deploy in the orders of the symbolic, imaginary and. rea].
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The subject is a response as symptom of the parental couple;
he is the bearer of the real of a jouissance taken in the
sexual desire of those who brought him into the worId. That
is what makes the child.-response, the child in each of us.
Another term to designate this charge of the subject, other
than the three mentioned above, is 'j.nfantile neurosist.

We should distinguish infantiLe neurosis from the neurosis
of the child. The infantile neurosis is nothing other than
the process of formation of the family romance, of the
individual myth, and. that is indeed what Lacan says in the
letter to Jenny Aubry as well as in Direction of the
Treatment, Ecrits p. 628: the subject has to find the
fficture of his desire in the very gaP which
is opened by the effects of the signifj,er, in those who come
to represent for him the Other in so far as its d.emand, would.
have subjected him.' Thj.s will become in the letter rthe
child a symptom of the parental coupler.

In the same vein another sentence of Lacan, in Siqnification
of the Phallus, Ecrits p. 693, seems capital to me: 'it is

en the demand for love and the test of
desire that development organises itself'. You all know to
what extent Lacan de-emphasises the notion of development,
of maturation. It is a pearl in his teaching, which very
effectively situates the problem burdening many anglo-saxons
occupied with children. l,Jhat is this test of desire? He
tel-Is us a few lines on: 'The test of the desire of the
Other, in so far as the Mother does not have the pha11us, is
decisive'. Here we are once more in the register of
structure: castration. The fact that Mother does not have
it reserves the place for Father.

'It is not enough that the mother does not have the phallus;
she must also have been deprived of it.' He puts the accent
on the operation of the signifier. This is because the
mother is not a person of another species than the
masculine, but it is the masculine affected by a sign. This
structure of intervention by a third is specific to the
speaking being, it i-s Lacan taking up Freud. on the
castration of the mother.

The text of Freud. in which the functi.on of the father is
developed furthest and to which Lacan accord,s major
importance 5-s The Splittinq of !he,Eqo, of 1938. Lacan goes
so far as to Fay at the end of Directj.on of the Treatment
that this text gives the solution to the Preceeding text:
Analvsis Terminable and lnterminable. What is striking is

e father in so far as j.t j.s he who
comeL to function as the one who deprives. Freud. employs
the notion of the reality of castration throughout his text:
the child ad.mits the rreality', believes in the treality'.
The reality of the motherrs castration i.s not at all a
biological rea1. Psychic reality is not the access of the
sensory apparatus to an objective world; it presuPposes on
the contrliy an obligatory Passage through the father. That
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the mother d.oes not have the phallus j.s thus the decisive
test and it is truly because the mother does not have itthat the subject d.esires. He can desire very well from thatpoint on. And why should he not suppose, with some reason,
sj-nce the mother speaks to him, demand.s, that it is the
phallus she desires? With respect to this demand, the
father is faL*,ering. Not only is the father the one who.
deprives the mother of the phallus but, whatrs more, he is
not even capable of giv5.ng it back to her.

This is what is evoked. in the daily complaint of the
neurotic with the result, in the hysteric, of sustaining the
fatherrs falterj.ng desire, and in obsessional neurosis, of
idealising a father who i.s master of his desire.

The subject desiring that the mother has the phaIlus,
desiring to do what the father cannot do, forgets precisely
that it is because the father exists, because there is a
paternal function, that he can throw himself blindly into
this quest of complementing the Other. He wants, in
financial terms, to settle the account from whence he wasj.ssued, put differently, to have done with the 1aek, to rid
himself of castration, not without knowing alL the same that
it is himself he wou1d. balance. Hence the limit called
defence, defence of going beyond. a certain limit; hence too
the development Lacan effects of desire as a defence,
d.efence against the castration of the Other, with all the
strategies of defence that form a junction from that point
on: it is the famous passage in Subversion of the Subiect on
the strategy of hysterical and obsessional desire. They are
strategic choices in response to the desire of the Other,
whereas the enigrma is not characteristic of one of the
neuroses.

Desi-re as defence does not hinder jouissance, that
jouissance of the living, ES Lacan expresses it, a real on
which the signifier establishes itself, oD which the
paternal function establishes itself, but which this
signifier does not annul. One doesnrt balance the account of
jouissance; it is precisely what makes bodies of us, despite
everything. In the L975-75 seminar, the Sinthomql Lacan says
that it ia ' jouissance which echoes in 8il6?y the falt
that there is a speaking'. This echo is the drive. This
echo resounds in the body, says Lacan, rbecause the body has
some orificest ft is, in the compact way Lacan states it,
the structural formulation of the signifying eqr.ripment of
the drive. The drives take on a phallic signification
because, by means of the signifying operation, it is the
sexual organ which creates the difference of the sexes. It
can be there, or it can not be there.

If it is there, it is present against a background of
absence, if it is not there it is absent against a
background of presence; rthe echo in the bodyt, from the
fact that there is a speaking, is the f.iving being caught in

of the signifier around thosethe net
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orifices which make up the reason in all senses of the
word for exehange with the other.

When the other speaks, speaks to the subject, this can be
interpreted as easily from the angle of the demand for love
as from the angle of the drive object, the object of
exchange: breast, anal object, look, voice which make up the
reason, the cause of the demand or the desire of the Other.
The anglo-saxons have enlarged on this: every demand, every
articulatj-on of the subject with another, can be
interpreted, because it is grammar j,tself, in terms of
object exehange. It is around these objects whieh are the
reason for exchange that the function of jouissance gets
caught, that comes to gather and so to negativise itself
thi; function of jouissince whieh animates the body, which
burdens it as we1I. This is what Lacan says in Sinthome P.
6: tthe phallus is the conjunction of this parasite, this
Little bit of appendage, with the function of speech. r!{trat
is not parasitical are the lost objects of exchanger (the
breast, etc). The observation of Hans says nothing else:
there is a little bit or organ which functions and follows
its own inclination; it goes, it comes in any o}d way and
yet it joins itself with the function of speech.

This is why for us the principle of a psychoanalysis is to
highlight the function of lack which from which demand, as
sucf, tikes its origin. Whether in the neurosis of the child
or that of the ad.u]t, the f unction of lack no longer
operates, the lack lacks. Because the subject is too well
identified with what the Other expects of him for having the
pha11us, to be what the Other lacks. He 'is too well
ldentified, from the point of view of the signifier, but
a]so, what is on a par with it, from the point of the drive
object. The upholding of this identification by the fantasy
al1ows the repetition of the jouissance sealed in the
synptom.

Let us take up again the example of the hysterical
adolescent. She has her demand which is to satisfy her
fantasmatic posi.tion, an unconscious demand, to be sure' If
the psychothLrapist, the analyst responds to it with his too
precise demand to heIp, to cure, a veritable eonfrontation
is produced and it is an oPen question whj,ch of the two
deminds wj.}I gain the upper hand, wi,thout issue for the
analysis. Lacan has also shown that one shouldnrt force
things on the side of the father, inform the subject that he
has i father. It is precisely because the father functions
that the subject is encurnbered, with something exceeding the
father, with-which the father suPPorts himself but which the
father cannot reabsorb: jouissance. Forcing things wilh
respect to pacification, Lhe resPect for the Law (were .it
=Vrniofi") fiffs on deaf ears as regards the effective
ei,;iti"n of the subject and leads to an unhaPPy issue for
the treatment.

An example: an adolescent girl whose parents had separated'.
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The father had the peculiar habit of following his daughter
wherever she went. He was there, a kind of petrified
commandatore, mute, at the sehool gates, oD the sports
field. He would look at her without saying a word. Imagine
the disturbing aspect of the scene and at the same time, the
burden of rape this girl could experience in feeling herself
the container of the agalma. In her treatment she
complained. of her father's behaviour. Her annoyance vras
sueh that she produced an acting out: she went to the police
station, lod.ged. a complaint against her father and demanded,
that he be stripped of his paternity. The therapist
answered as a rlacaniant, he toLd her that . in any case,
whether she liked it or not, one did.nrt touch a father. He
wanted. to prevent this acting out but i.nstead of
interpreting it, he invoked. a masterts d'iscourse, albeit a
common sense one. By throwing the father back at her he
pushed. her to respond with the ultimate rpassage a l'acter:
she stopped coming

Someone who respond,s Lightly to demand, to the point of
havi-ng invented. a treatment caI}ed: rtreatment on d.emandr -
it is not treatment of the demand - is D Winnicott. Litt1e
Piggle is the far,ous illustration of this treatment on
demand. 1 will only take some points from it to mark the
difference. It is Winnicott's testament, his last active
treatment, the notes on which he supplies in extension,
together with his commentaries. There is no doubt that he
considers this text as the testarnent of his practice. Lacan
has paid. tribute to Winnicott for his invention of the
transitional object vrhich served him as forerunner of the
object (a), which was useful to him in advancing toryards the
uncovering of that lost object ofjouissance which is
recovered, dressed by i(a), the object of the drive, the
object of the demand of the Other. On the other hand Lacan
quafitied his invention of the tself' as a 'slip of the
actt.

Winnicott poses some good guestions, especially in his
concern to define the analysis of children. He gives
answers on various Points.

-1st point: It is a mastery of anxiety, in the bosom of that
total experience which is analysis, with the ability to take
pleasure in the game.

-2nd point: Technigue is always adaPted to each particular
case. winnicott shows a side which is symPathetic to us in
opposing himself to standards, to the point of saying that
tite length of a sessj.on is a function of what happens
therein.

-3rd point: On the question of deciding whether or not to
take the words of the parents into account, he insists on

'sharing' with them.

-4th point: one shouldn't practise family-th9l?py but
pi""".'a it such a way that the parents have confidence j'n
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the analysis and do not interfere. He cites nevertheless
the letters of the mother and uses them to construct his
interpretations for Piggle.

Coneerning the treatment on demand he asks himself: is it a
psychotherapy or a true anaLysis? Courageous, he putb his
own opinions into question, then reassures himself on that
score. That is moreover what characterises Winnicott, he
has an answer for everything but not abrasively, like IYl

K1ein, he doesn't have her rtripe-dealer of geniusr aspect
as Lacan gualifies her. His answer is thus that it does not
depend on the way one practices but on the formation of the
therapist. If one handles the transference and interprets
the unconscious it j.s psychoanalysS.s. As for Lacan, he.
challenges the notion of formation of the analyst: the only
formation is that of the unconscious. This justifies his
invention of the analytical act as quite d,ifferent from the
know-how acquired. from a good formation. The act is an
invention of the analyst on the basis of what constitutes
his desire as analyst in response to what a subject says.
This is not the same thing as knowing the roPes because one
has had the adeguate training. Training does not evoke an
ethic but a technigue with all that, Et any moment, it can
have of value.

ft evokes too, the guestion of the end of analysis, being
there, dS always, very pragrmatic: how far should one go? Up
to the indispensable minimum: when it works, i.t works; one
shouldn't go too far but one shouldn't stoP too soon either.
I don't think Winnicott has done any texts on didactics.
when he speaks of the formation of the therapist is it a
guestion, there too. of not going too far?

Let us look at Piggle. Winnicott shows us that it is a
treatment which hasn't reached an end because the
development is not finished. The treatment uncovers the
subject of the identification who represses desire and, at
the moment in which the analysis begins to issue in
something, the normal processes of development take over.
He guides himself with the help of a simplistic
repr6sentation of a developmental chronologry. Sliould there
be an accident in the continuous chain of development the
analyst will lend hj-s hand and bring the broken-down subject
back onto the right road, after which the thing goes by
itself. There is a convergence between nature, rrot that of
the signifier but that of d,evelopment, and the analytic
therapy.

The lacanian proposition is str5.ctly the contrary: what is
natural is to be subjected to the signifier, that is,
animated,, ruled by one's fantasy; what is not natural is the
crossing of one's fantasy. As regards the natural, Winnicott
calls attention to how the clinical evoluti.on in reLati.on to
the 'constitutional health of the chil,d, was evidentt to him.
He grasped straightaway what her rconstitutional healthr bras
to piggle and from that point on he can judge the clinical
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evolution; it is a naturalistic and. med,ical position,
biologising the subject.

Winnicott also insists a Lot on the confidence which
increases the impetus of the treatment: Winnicott is
sornebody who has a phobia, it is the word to use, of
anything that can stir things up a bit. At one point he
says 'No' to Piggle and. on the side he calculates the
aggressivity and, negative transference he can provoke, simply
by saying tno' to Piggle. He insists too, on the
collaboration, the reciprocity which makes ad.ult and. child
join hands in marching towards a better future. He says: tI
saw at once when she entered my rooms that she had come to
work; she need.ed to resolve a problem.' There is no putting .;
in abeyance of the demand here; Winnicott knows beforehand
that the other need,s to resoLve a problem; that in this
problem there might be a jouissance to which the subject
clings is not env5"saged.

All the sarne there is the appeal to knowLedge (savoj-r), but
not at all one that is supposed, which is a knowled'ge found
with the mother since it is she who proPoses to litt1e
Piggle to go and see Doctor Winnicott who knows all about
rBlack marna' and 'babacart, these being the signifiers which
crystallise the terror of ifris little girf and of which she
cannot say what they represent. Doctor Winnicott, on the
contrary, is said, to know all about it and confirms this
knowledge lent to him.

Let us begin with a few comments on interpretation in
Winnicott. Everybody knows that a lacanian interpretation
should be eguivocal. It aims at putting the certainties of
the subject in abeyance, to set metonymy going again. Here
it is quite the contrary: it is a question of offering a
knowledge which is not even the subjectrs, is not the one of
his family romance. It is not a guestion here of bringing
to liqht, of crossing, by constructing it, what makes her
unconscious fantasy, but rather of telling her the meaning
of what it says. The winnicottian interpretation begins
quickly and forcefully, as we shaIl see after having
recalled who Piggle is, and was sustained for fourteen
consultations when she was between two years four months and
five years old.

Piggle begins to feel bad when, at a litt1e under two years,
she has a little baby sister. Her parents are absolutely
convinced. they are people vrho no doubt work in
Winnicott's environment that this birth is traumatic for
Piggle. They f eel gruilty f or havi,ng given this chiLd a
sister too soon. They think that Love is like a cake, take
away one slice and the others are left with 1ess. This is
an economy which is not that of the ethics of desi.re, but
that of the ethics of commod.ities, and. commodities, irl
effect do not exist in infinite quantities...One could
suppose that
parents, has

see another arrive, prod.uced. by one I s
effect: it awakens the question of the

to
an
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desire of the Other, the test of the desire of the Other.
But reaIIy, to call this traumatj,c and to understand that it
is by diminution or lack of love that this has s1'rnptomatic
effects is to miss the essential Point. The essential point
is precisely that the subject poses a questigr. concerning
the desire of the Other. piggle does not complain that she
has too littIe because she has precisely too much. It is
itriXirrg to see how she is gorged with understand'ing. Her
parents understand absolutely everl"thing she- do.es.' - As they
irave hurt her they have to make good and so both take a hand
in trying to und.erstand....

But no-one understands better than Winnicott, who, from the
first session on, gives an interpretat5,on. Piggle begins to
play she picks up some objects one by_o1e to see for
irerself what they are and. she repeats; rand here's another
one, and here's inother one, and yet another one" .lFoT us,
who are more attentive to the formal enve)'ope of the
s1'rnptom, it j-s the dimension of repetition, what returns in
tire- sign5-fier. Winnicott understand.s something else. Those
objecti were chiefly merchand.ise wagons and Locomotives
buf., it seems, the objects she used for her mise-en-scene
matiered littie to Winnicott, which rather goes in the
direction of our Perspective. rI took this for a messager
iuv" Winni-cott, 'ind r said: t'another baby, baby it'" (it is
thA narne of the traumatising sister); it was obviously the
thing to say! for she then proceeded to tell me hov, baby Suz
had irrivedl how she remembered. j-t' . Winnicott, and' this is
systematic, considers the interpretation to be correct
b-ecause of the agreement of the subject. This attitude is
not freudian: Freud said. on the contrary, that one needed to
take the denegation of the subject into account in order to
assure oneseli of the correctness of an interpretation.
What for Freud. found.s the certainty of the correctness of an
interpretation is 'that's not it' , t I never thought of
that'-. Winnicott says on the contrary: 'I tried many
ir.i.rpr"tations until she accepted and confirmed one of
them. 'l.Ihat does Piggle do then? She responds to the demand'
He speaks to her of-her Little sister and she tells him what
she iemembers, he calls on the chat, oD communication.

The second interpretation of the same sessj-on bears on how
to make babies-. At one point Piggle is anxious and
Winnicott writes: tI feel the anxiety mountingr because
she speaks of the mother at one point 'there was anxiety
and ii traa to be seen to'. He says to her: tyou-are afraidr
and he articulates what is happening, the subject has no
chance whatsoever of escaping this omnisci'ence. She begins
io "p".k again, he obtains a boost and she plays at the same

time-. She puis sone toys into a box, piles them uP .at
iirraot and Winnicott at once comes out with tyou are making
U"Ui.= as if t;" $rere cooking, io. mix everything togetherr '

One could sBy, by imaginarisingf the affair, that all 'whY's'
can be subsumed inder a final ihow children are Produced and'

*\y':- g,r.i ttri= is a question on the how and why of desire
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and not anatomy, whatever Winnicott seems to think. Piggle
then proceeds to take a litt1e man and forces it through the
window of a car. Winnicott speaks of the man who puts
something inside the woman to make a baby, a kind of
automatic translation into the terms of sexual physiology of
everything the child is doing. At another time Pigg1e is
playing and. piles up objects in a box with always at least
one of them falling out; we could evoke the subject who
ded.ucts himself f rom the Other. Winnicott interprets this
as an oral pregnancy: Piggle gives the box to eat and the
box always vomits out an object, it is i11.

To be pregnant is to be i11; this is well-known. He then
gives her a lecture on what her fantasy of an oral Pregnancy
might be. It does her such good that Winnicott thinks the
essentials of the session has been achieved: he notices in
her a kind. of oral appeasement through sucking: twe

experienced, both of usr writes llinnicott fan lntense
satisfaction through non-verbal communicationt. And Yet,
Winnicott doesn't end the session. Piggle goes to fetch her
father, climbs on top of him and comes out between his legs,
wich Winnitcott interprets as a birth. The father occupies
the place of the mother which allows Vlinnicott to occupy the
position of the father. The poor father sweats, being party
to a gaJne he doesn't und.erstand..

Despite the response to the d,emand,, desire insists in the
actings-out, and Piggle precisely produces actings-out in a
row. There things take a more disguieting turn. Piggle
says to her mother 'when you had littIe Suz you Iet me faIl
on the floor' to which she answers with a tno, I never let
you,f all!'. The mother d.oesn't understand - how could she
that the question of the subject is the question of
identification with the object of the Otherrs jouissance,
with its value of 1oss, of falling. The mother reassures
her that she shouldn't worry at all. Little Piggle answers
to this: 'But I want to worry!t. The mother insj-sts, trying
to convince her that she shouldnrt worry about a thing, in
opposition to the ethic of the neurotic which is to want to
preserve the place of desire. The mother is astonished at
Diggle's incessant demand for things which are not denied to
her, without recogn5,sing therei-n an appeal f or something to
form a limit. Winnicott answers in the same way: to a
'Look! the window is closed' from Piggle, Winnicott responds
by getting up and opening it, thinking that she feels too
hot !

To uncover this insistence of the desire of the subject let
us look at the actings-out:

She takes an axle which has lost a wheel and puts it in
her mouth. Winnicott is astonished that amongst all this
hotch-potch she finds the only d'angerous object. He
interprets it in terms of a suction of the paternal penis.
- The mother is astonished that in a letter to Winnicott
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little Piggle throws a stone in her face and then cries
saying: rI cantt mend you, you are too hard, or that the
time she speaks of cooking, she says: rI can only cook dead
thingsr.
This shows, in the clearest way possible, the dj.sarray of
this child confronted with the satisfactj.on this Other gives
her all the time, which is nothing other than a satisfaction
by means of the signifier to which a mortj.fying function is
attached.

In wanting to satisfy the desire of the Other by satisfying
the demand, one obtains a mortification: it is to consent to
the wiLl to death which inhabits the Other of the signifier,
the death d.rive. Things come to a head with Piggle's
insistent demand to suck her motherts breasts. The mother
accepts and is amazed to see that Piggle cries her heart
out, to the point where nothing can console her. As for me,
I interpret that as a passage to the suicidal act. There i,s
no limit whatever to this trampl-ing, this snubbing of desire
in the satisfaction of demand with the result for the
subject of demandirrg the worst only to be satisfied stil1.
Right up to the end. of the treatment the steps are
identical; even death can be played.: they throw a smalL
object at each other and when Winnicott is hit he plays
dead, Piggle hides herself, Winnicott revives, he remembers
vaguely that somebody was there and discovers the litt1e
Piggle who jubilates with deIight. This repetition game is
supposed to mark the recovery of the natural process of
development. Even death is the object, Et bottom, of
radical annihilation. It calls to mind Wj-nnicottrs fantasy
at the end of his life, of which I spoke in Ornj-car?, when
he imagines his death and. thanks God. for havffieen alive
at the moment of his death.

Nothing is lost and everything is cashed j.n on at a profit!
Nothing could be more opposed to the ethic of analysis. One
couldnrt find a better example than this of the ego's
meconnaissance, the refusal of subjective division, the
alienation in the demand..

Let us conclude: what is particular to the analysis of
children, concerning their end? The end is that moment, one
could say so, with W5-nnicott, when the putting into motion
of the economy of infantile neurosis is achieved. Then this
Other in the place of the cause, the subject supposed, to
know no longer has any use; one lets go of him. Children
always know when to stop. In the case of Stephen of which I
spoke some years back, one can locate the matheme of the
separation of the cause and phallic signification. With the
reservation that at the level of the eause, if the place of
the real is situated, reserved, the real,isation of the
encounter with Other jouissance has not taken place for the
chiId. He remains caught in the signifying order and
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exposed to the contingency of the.encounter, that is, to the
eruption of this jouissance, to puberty, to the encounter
with. the Other of sexuality.

This is what Freud. says j-n a sma11 text, in Results, fdeas,
ProblemE : he speaks of the intelLectual inhibition of the
Enffine dissatisf action which inf antile onanism provokes.
There is always somethtng miss5-ng f or d.ischarge and
satisfaction to be complete while waiting, while always
waiting for something which never came and this missing
part, the reaction of orgasm, manifests itsel-f as equivalent
at another level: fits of Laughter, absences, tears.
Jnfantile sexuality has here once more a fixed prototlpe. I

That the experience of orgasm is the revelation that not aLl
jouissance is phallic is what the child lacks. The question
of the options on jouissance remains in abeyance for him,
that is, what he i-s going to make of the object (a).
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